Fingerprint test data report: FM 5834 test lots No. 1, 3, 4, and 5 by unknown
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FM 5834 TEST LOTS #1, 3, 4, 5
FINGERPRINT TEST DATA REPORT
















U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
Filler Lot for NASA Lot# I
pAGE
Carbon Content .................................... 1
Aah Content ....................................... 1
Atomic AbBorption ................................. 1
Hoiature Content .................................. 1
Ash Content ....................................... 1
NeDDDoOe6oeOOOOeOODiOeoODOmenmBaooOeODeaeeDOooDao 1
Particle Sizep S.E.H. procedure ................... 1
TGA, "C at 50X Loam ............................... 1
TGA ............................................... 2
Particle Size Distribution ........................ 2
Particle Size, Horiba ............................. 2
CHARTS
TGA ................................................. 6A - 6C
Particle Size Distribution .......................... 7A - 7C
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FILLER TESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108






NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 99.13




AVG. .007 .007 .003
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE .006
3. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are average of
2 determinations)
#1-1 #1-2 el-3 LOT#1
AVG.m
Ha 3.0 2.0 1.5 2.2
K 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.5
Ca 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Mg O.S 0.0 0.0 0.2
Ll 0._.._0 0.0 e.o o._oo
TOTAL 5. • 2. • 1.5 2.8
3a. Moisture Content, %
CTM-53B
.005 .010 .005
AVG. .010 .008 .005
NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE .008




AVG. 0.000 0.000 0.003




AVG. 4.88 4.88 5.00
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 4.92




AVG. .45 .36 .38
Maximum .65 .62 .85
Minimum .22 .17 .22
Std. Dev ,08 .08 .08
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE SIZE .40
6a. TGA, *C at 50_ Loss
CTM-5I
750 751 749
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 750
HITCO MATERIALSDIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 * (714) 549-1101 * TWX (910) 595-1130 * FAX # (714) 549-2858-5.2437
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7. Particle Size Distribution
CTM-72
See Chmrtm 7A-7C
7a. Pmrticle Size, mtcrone
CTM-72 .87 .88 .92
.S6 .95 .9_
AVG. .86 .92 .94
NASA LOT@ I AVERAGE .91
U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
91LD Resin Lot for NASA Lot# i
PAGE
Resin Solids ...................................... I
Specific Gravity .................................. i
Brook_ield Viscosity .............................. I
Gel Time .......................................... I
Atomic Absorption .................................. I






Phenol Content .................................... 2




Gas Chromatography 6A - 6COOSJbOeO_OO_._O.OO.J'ODI,',OOOO,'O
TGA ................................................. 7A - 7C
DSC ................................................. 8A - 8C
HPLC ................................................ 9A - 9C
GPC .................................................. 10A - 10C
RDS .................................................. 14A - 14C
NMR ................................................. 15A - 15C
RESIN TESTING
NAS8-36298
Page 1 of 2
U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
91LD Resin Lot for NASA Lot# I








LOT# I AVERAGE 70.8
2. Specific Gravity @ 25°C
PTM-29C
1.137 1.136 1.137
LOT# I AVERAGE 1.137
3. Viscosity, Brookfield, cps. @ 22.8°C
PTM-47B
1000 1000 1000
LOT# I AVERAGE 1000
4. Gel Time, min:sec
PTM-14C
3:24 3:20 3:22
LOT# 1 AVERAGE 3:22















20 20 20. •
6. Volatiles, Gas Chromatography
CTM-55
See Charts 6A-6C




LOT# 1 AVERAGE 40.9
See Chart 7A-7C
8. DSC, temperature °C
CTM-50A
187 182 183





10. GPC, Average molecular wt.
CTM-49A
1770 1816 1658
LOT# I AVERAGE 1748
See Chart 10A-10C
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
_j_?.- 700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 • (714) 549-1101 • TWX (910) 595-1130 • FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2437
11. pH, units
CTM-1B
12. Phenol Content, X
CTM-55 Appendix I
13. Chang's Index, ml.
CTM-5B
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91LD Resin Lot For NASA Lot# I
#1-1 #1-_..._2 #1-3
8.4 8.3 8.3





LOT# I AVERAGE 11.65
23.6 23.8 23.8




































Final ,_1_ ::_ " -
$olvent__
Concn.__
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY STANDARD SOLVENT
TEST METHOD CTM-55














NOTE: THF WAS USED TO DILUTE THE RESIN SAMPLES,
............................................. CHART 6A
_-_II REAL T-IME CHROMRTOGRRM ZI_
\
_ &
:IHRL FULL SCALE MV.=IBBO.O0





RUN TIME: 30.00 MINUTES
DELRY TIME: 0.00
CHRH: 0
Pk" RET PERK RRER B


































































RUN TIME: 30.00 MINUTES
DELRY TIME: 0.00
CHRN: 0
PK RET PERK AREA B
NO. TIME RRER % L
PERK
HT.
5 1.63 177020 8.449 2
6 2.93 1802100 86.009 3













































PK RET PERK RRER B







































4 1.65 94019 2.397
5 1.85 222748 5.607
6 3.28 3332000 83.874
35 21.93 133498 3.360
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CHART 6C














PK RET PERK AREA B
































































PK RET PEAK AREA B
NO. TIME AREA _ L
4 1 65 87168 2.371 2
5 1.88 286618 5.624 2
6 3.23 3187798 84.597 3

























C:) C) 0 0 C:) C)























Sample Name: 91LD,1-1,C=6.89 Operator Initials: JGZ *
_ _ate: 09-06-1986 09:18:14 Method:PHENOL2C DATA FILE: A:PHENO42. PTS *
inter_ace: 4 Cycle#: 42 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01 *
Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18 *
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
• Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
• Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1: *
• Misc. Information: LENGTH=D5 *
*******************************************************************************
S_rting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Pk Ret Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
No. Time Area % L Ht. % Height
2 1.82 141349 75.8850 2 5927 100. C)00 23.8
2.08 44918 24.1150 2 4812 31.778 9.3








































_******* AREA F'ERCEN-I- REF'ORT ********
* _ample Name: 91LD,I-2,C=6.80 Operator Initials: 0GZ *
* )ate: 09-06-1986 08:54:02 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHEN041.PTS *
* Interface: 0 Cycle#: 41 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
* _tarting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: 1 *
._ *****************************************************************************
* Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18 *
* Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
* Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
* Detector O: 220NM/.SAU Detector I: *
* Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
._ *****************************************************************************
S" _rting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
F'k Ret Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
N_ Time Area % L Ht. % Height
2 1.82 121318 64.1205 2 5979 100.000 20.3
1.98 21021 11.1102 2 4292 17.327 4.9
l 2.08 46864 24.7693 2 4890 38.629 9.6









































- ******* AREA PERCENT REPORT ********
Sample Name: 91LD,1-3,C=6.97 Operator Initials: OGZ *
I _te: 09-06-1986 08:23:04 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO40. PTS *
i,_terface: 0 Cycle#: 40 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: 1 *
.o ****************************************************************************
_nstrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18 *
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector I: *
Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
*******************************************************************************
it "ring Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
"k Ret Peak Area B Peak Normal i zeal Area/
Jo Ti me Area % L Ht. % Hei ght
-m
2 1.82 125139 64.2723 2 6105 100.000 20.5
2.00 21318 10.9492 2 4365 17.036 4.9
2.10 48244 24.7785 2 4988 38.552 9.7































































+ B× + Cx^2 + Dx'3





















































bample Name: 91LD 1-1 C=2.&8 Operator Initials: GBF *
Date: 08-05-19Bb 13:16:30 Method: DATA FILE: B:GPC25 .PTS *
k nterface: 5 Cycle#: 25 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
_tarring Peal:: Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
Instrument Type: HF'LC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 50C)A .
• Solvent Description: THF , *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector O: 254NM/. 1AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
Starting Delay: O.OO
_- ibratior) file: GF'CPHEN
"Ic ecular Weight Distribution
Baseline TIMES: 3.85 to
_r,cess TIMES: 3.85 to
Tc al Area: 153894
Mw= 1770
Mn= 462
M_ Mn= 3. 8293
Mz : 4175
M = 1555
Ending Retention Time: 10.O()
Averages
IO.OO MW: 22295 to




I%1 Wt 5 4
18 18













GF'C REF'ORT -.3.6-]l_-.-_ -X---l.E-_ -J.E-I_--
_ ************************************************ ****************************
Sample Name: 91LD 1-2 C=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF .
Date: 08-05-1986 13:32:38 Method: DATA FILE: B:GPC26 .PTS *
nterface: 5 Cycle#: 26 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
_tarting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
*******************************************************************************
• Instrument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 5L.'OA *
Solvent Description: THF *
• Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.c)ML/MIN *
Detector O: 254NM/. IAU Detector I: *
• Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
********************************************************************************
Starting Delay: 0.00
D_ ibration file: GPCF'HEN
Mu_ecular Weight Distribution
Baseline TIMES: 3.85 to
Pi )cess TIMES: 3.85 to






Ending Retention Time: 10.0o
Averages
I0.00 MW: 22295 to 2




















I lllii I I I










OE POOR _ ..... "_"
O_?;_NRL P;L_ IS CHART 10C
.OF POOR QUALiTy
FILE B:GPC27 .HDR 1AKEN (-)8-05-198_ 17:08:04
....-]w-.. ** GF'C REF'ORT •-)m[---i_[--D(- -]_ _ -)(---]st--)_-
, ****************************************************************************
Sample Name: 91LD I-3 =2.68 Operator Initials: GBF *
ire: 08-()5-1986 13:50:09 Method: DATA FILE: B:GF'C27 .F'TS *
iterface: 5 Cycle#: 27 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Startir,g Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
• **************************************************************************** ***
Instrumer_t _ype: HPLC/BECKMAN Col Unir_ "[yp_: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector 0: 254NM/. IAU Detector I: *
Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
*******************************************************************************
;t r tin_ Delay: 0.00
;a ibration file: GF'CPHEN
lolec.ular Weight Distribution
_aseline TIMES: 3.85 to




I_. Mrs= 6. 2422
lz = 4186
1432
Er,ding Retention Time: 10.00
Averages
10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
Mol Wt 5 4
18 18























-7 ,eriment No..': 9 - Sample No. : I
h_cl e: _ - .......................
JASA FINGERPRINT VISCOSITY PROFILE _91LD ;RESIN NASA LOT_J-.I -
arator- : CP - - _. -......... i __T--_'_"-"--...... -"-......
_i .e .nd Time " Tuesday_ Augu__t_-lg_-'ige6 _" 09: 14:"_B
]perating Mode : DYNAMIC
S_ ,ep Type : CURE














|A A FINGERPRINT VISCOS'ITY ;N%OFILE 91LD RESIN NASA LOT I-I

























24 "_ "'IRe+('*O I
25 2. 132e÷001
"6 1. 963e÷001
_--.-_27 I. 834e÷00 !









--- 37 6. 245e+000











_ETA ' "- " _t'A" TORQUE
PO ISE PO I SE GRAMS-CM
I. 497e+OO2_:4.?90e÷O01 1. _80e+001
I 357e+002 "--4._03e÷001 I. 785e+001
1. 225e+002 4. 224e+001 1. 626e+00 !
1. OB3e+O02 4. 153e+001 I. 455e+001
9. 560e+001 4.030e+001 !. 302e+001
8. 267e+00! 3. 869e+001 !. !45e+001
7. 248e+001 3. 755e+0('_ I I. 024e+001
6. 363e+001 _,.&20e÷O01 9. 177e+000
5.621 e+O01 3. 509e÷001 El.309e+C)00
4.8_2e+001 3. 369e÷001 ?. 444e+00C|
4.312e+O01 3. 205e+001 6. 738e+0C, c_
3. 807e+0C)I 3. 116e+001 _. 171e+000
_. 439e+001 .'_973e+001 5.7C|Ie÷00C)
,.,076e+001 "_ 839e+001 5.253e+OOr)
2. 786e+Or)1 2. 767e+001 4. 922e+000
2. 578e+001 2.6C)9e+001 4. 599e+00c)
2. 353e÷001 2. 502e+C)01 4.3r)ge+OC)O
2. 236e÷00! 2..354e+001 4.071 e÷C)OC)
2. 101e+001 2.114e+00! 7".740e+000
2.001 e+OC| i 1. 928e+001 3. 484e÷00C)
I. 96 _e+C|O I I. 755e+001 Z. 3C)Ae+C|OC_
i .8_3e+001 i. 5 ?_'_e÷O01 :5.09r)e+OOC)
1. 868e+001 I. 479e+001 2. 988e+C)00
I. 824e÷001 1. 254e+001 2. 778e+00C_
I. _=i6e+001 I. 117e+001 12.67_e+C|00
1. 743e+001 q. 026e+0C|C) 2. 464e+C)00
1. 672e+0('_I ....... 7.5.'_5e÷C_C_('_ ,_,_3C|le+O('_C)
I. 575_+001 6. 425e+Ch30 2. 1-_,6e+O00
I .456e÷c>0i 5. 215e÷000 _ .916e+00C)
I. 371 _-C)_Z_1 4. 175e+000 I. 798e+000
I. 206e+001 3.616e+000 I. 58C)e+00C)
1.062e+CI01 _.'_e46e+C|O0 1.382e+000
I . 13_e+001 3. 507e+000 I. 489e+000
7.691 e÷OOC) 2. 255e÷000 I. 005e+C_00
6. Z,13e+O00 i. 968e+000 8. 300e-C|01
7.8U4_+000 1. 653e+000 1 .004e+000
6. 105e+O00 1.513e+000 7. 832e-0'01
5. 122e+Or-)O I. 055e+000 6. 557e-001
3.319e+000 1. 285e÷C_00 4. 463e-001
4.251 e+OC)O 1. 098e+000 5.5r32e-r) r)1
3. S31e+O00 1. 129e+000 5. OC)_e-001
4. 062e+000 I. 174e+000 5. 301e-001
4. 628e+(_(_0 I. 212e+000 5. 996e-001
4. 370e+000 1. 256e+000 5. 703e-0C_ 1
3. 484e+000 1. 356e+000 4. 684e-001
4. 268e+0.:_0 1. 681 e+O00 5.75_e-001
8. 141e÷Or_O 2. 728e+000 1. 077e+00¢,
















































































































. _ _=_-___.i.............. /iii_Rheom_tri__= -RECAP I I .....
-xneriment No. -: 10 Sample No, z 1
i__.i e: ...................................
_ASA FINGERPRINT VISCOSITY PROFXLE 91LD RESIN NASA LOT1-2
3; ,rator :CP ........ ;.....
3,_e mnd-_':ime:--Tue_day_,-Augus_,-2_98a -i0:23:=2
Dperat.!ng Mode : DYNAMIC
Be ,ep Type, : CURE











_- _-IN_ERP_:_'; "r VISCOSITY PROClLE 91LD RESIN NASA LOTI-2
NO. ETA* - ETA • ETA" ......... TORC_jE
PO ISE PO ISE ........ F'OISE " GRAMS-CM
'. 1 2,1e+002• 3 I. 1.34e+002 4.7B3e+O01 I 545e+001
,_.2 I. 20G_+002 1. 122e+002 4. 456e+00i I. 516e÷001
3 1.142e+002 1.060e+002 #.239e+001 - 1.434e+001
4 1. 050e+C_02 9.64&e+O01 4. 155e+001 I. 318e+001
= 5 _9._92e÷00! 8. 514e÷001 3. 964e+001 I. 179e+001
6 B.297e+O01 7.401e+OC)J _ 751e+001 1.042e÷O(z)1
7 "7 472e+001 &. 529e+001 3. 634e+001 9. 374e÷000
8 6. 679e+OCJ 1 5.701 e+O01 .31480e÷00 ! 6. 384e÷000
9 6.04C)e+C.:_ I 4. 997e+Or)l 3. 393e+001 ?. 578e+000
!0 5. 379e+001 4. 312e+OQ1 3. 216e+001 6. 753e÷000
1 4.9] _ e÷C_O_ 3. 817e÷0C)I 3.09('_e÷C<)l i>. 170e+C)OC_
"_ 4.467e+001 3. 357e+001 2. 947e+001 5. 606e÷0C)0
:I3 _. I 14e+001 2. 980e+00_ _._'.B36e+O01 5. 167e+000
4 3. 796e÷001 2. 680e+001 2. &88e+O01 z_.763e÷000
, 3.517e+C)O!. .'_423e+Ci('_J_. ._."_550e÷001 'c.415e+000
16 3,.250e+001 ._._915e÷001 =.'_379e+001 _.079e+000
i 7 3,.03 _ e+O01 .=."091 e+O01 2 . 194e+001 :::.805e÷0C,0
8 2. 832e+001 1. 989e+C_01 2.017e+001 3. 554e_-0,'_0
• 9 _. 640e+C_Ci'_ I. 900e+O01 I .833e+001 Z3,.7::14e÷AO.;_.
20 2. 502e÷0,7_ _ i. 862e+001 I. 672e+001 3.144e+000
'I 2.412e+0('_I I .869e+001 1. 526e+001 _. 028e+000
"_ "_ 25_e+C_oI I 822e+001 I 326e+0C)I 2.830e+000
23 2. 115e+c_C_l 1. 777e-*_:_,5] 1 . 146e+001 2. 655e÷0O0
"4 I. g6z, e+O01 1.710e+r)o I 9. 666e+0O0 2. 467e+000
'5 _ .84ae÷(_t Z,J 1. 644e÷001 8. 344e+000 2..3,15e+OOC)
26 1.6_-',e÷c)r_1.. 1.525e+001 7.2C;9e+C_00 _.'_12(Z_e+O00
7 1.6_-?e-0,-:I 1. 527e+0(_I 5.8_5e+000 2. 055e+000
"--_8 I. 61 qe+OC; 1 I. 529e+001 5..326e+000 2. 035e+00C)
, -_ 1 .457_-+0_: 1 _ .-:78e+001 4. 591 e+c',')O 1. 824e+C_00
3(') I .31 ,e ........: I .257e÷Cirzi ! 3. 754 e÷CIC_Ci I. 648e÷e_eio
; I I . 13_-,e÷OC, _ 1 .085e _-c_c_! 3. 282e÷:Z;OC_ :I ._ 24e+000
, _ .C,',zle÷O(_! _, S _5s +OOA 2. 599e+000 I. 260e÷000
- 33,, 8. 349e+C_C_0 8. c'_e-,-OC)O -._072e+C)00 I .OZ_e÷_('_O....
-',4 6. o_ge-_Or_O 5. 867e+00c_ I. 429e+000 7. 580e-001
'- _-_680e÷OCh:_ 3. 537e+C_Or_ i 015e+OOc') 4. 623e-001
'.2 . . •
56 6. I 17e-_ChT_O 5. 990e+C;C)0 1. 242e+000 7.69C_e-001
.-,7 4.8C)Zle+O00 _. 732e+000 8. 250e-C,01 6. 034e-001
_ _8 4. 255e-)0C_ 4. IbSe+(_00 8. 522e-001 5.348e-001
59 2.91 Ie+O00 2. 779e+000 8.65ae-001 _. 656_-001
4(') I .943e+(;00 ). 866e+00C_ 5. 382e-0<_ 1 2.441 e-O01
}_ 2.46-_e+C,'_(-_ 2.37(-_e+0C'C_ 6. 835e-00 1 3. 098e-00
_2 3. 1.32e+000 2.96Be+C,00 9.9_4e-001 3. 935e-001
43 3.2! 8e÷C,DO 3. 077e+0C10 9.418e-O(_l 4. 042e-001
--44 3.423e÷0C;<_ 3. 173e+Or)c'_ 1. 283e+000 4. 300e-001
15 3. 748bw-000 3.419e+O00 I. 536e+000 4. 705e-001
46 2. 625e÷C_0c_ 2. 363e+000 1.14.3e+000 3. 297e-0 ":__
n7 3 9!3e+C_('i('_ 3. = ' = + " . .......... w_-,e 0Or) 1 61 _e+(')C_('_ 4.913e-O0
;3 4.2i Te+_'h;5.h 3. 6'Z,3e+O(_O 2. 197e+00C_ 5. 297e--00 !
_9 5.5_-:a E*"_.::,_-_ 4. 940e+000 2. 426e+0('_C) (_.916e-0(')I
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(V) 3SlOd eVi3 IILl
0
"t 7
_heometri c=_. RECAF __!
m .. • ._
xperiment No. ." ..11 -. Samp]e No. : 1 --
e: ........
_ FINGER_'._INT VISCOSITY PROFILE _ILD RESIN NASA LOTI-_
2
ate and Time : Tuesday, August 19, 198& - 12:(_:O2 _ .....
.° .
p -ating Mooe : DYNAMIC
w_ep Type : CURE










JASA FINGERPRINT VISCOSITY PROFILE 91LD RESZN NASA LOT1-3
" _ ...... ' ?S
l_,u. ETA* ETA :........
POISE - -POISE
I _. 471 e_-OC)2 1. 349e+002
'_ !. 259e÷002 I .172e+002
I. 14Be-_O02 I. O&2e+O02
4 1. 046e+002 -9. 552e+001
5 9. 263e.(-001 B. 327e+001
& B. 269e+001 7.2O5e+001 _i 912e+001
7 7...%14e+001 -6. 306e-)-001 3,-_-)4e+001
B 6. 589e+0C)I 5. 563e+001 3,531 e+O01
9 5. 923e+001 4. 858e+001 3.3B9e+O01
lr) 5. 370e+001 4. 271e+001 ,.3.255e+AO I
1 4. 883e+001 3. 791e+001 3. 079e+001
2 4. 458e+001 3. 336e+001 2. 957e+001
I_ 4. I 10e+001 2. 968e+001 2. B43e_O0!
4 ,_":.834e+C)01 2. 700e+001 2. 722e+001
5 3.6f')I e+C)01 2. 475e+001 2.616e+(')OI
,_6 _. 331e+001 2. 269e+001 2. 438e+C)01
17 3. I:7e+001 -,.".154e+C)c)I.. 2.281e+001
B _."_890e+00 _ .._.021 e+O01 .,_":'.066e+001
9 _." 73:)e+001. I . 95ae+OC)l I . 9C)6e+¢)C)i
2(:) 2.6C)Ie+OC)I 1. B95e+O01 I. 780e+001
R.l 2. 474e+(')()i I 86,:2)e+0':)i 1 ->'_' " "..... 6,,_e+UU 1
2. 352e+001 1.817e+C)Ol 1 .aC_4e+O01
. ::..2.191e+C)C)I.. 1 .767e+OOJ I .296e÷C)C)I
?4 2. ,':)68e_0:])l 1. 723e+C)C)I I. 143e+0C)I
.)5 1. 923e+0C) 1 I. 646e+001 9. c;3_e+C)O0
26 I. 798e.)-'} :)i I .593e+C)01 8,339e÷C)C)C)
"7 _ . 6E,3e-_-C)C)1 1. 472e+001 7. 077e+000
.O I . _7e+C)C)I 1 . 371 e+C)O I 6. OC)5e+C)C)O
., 2.3-_oe+OC) I 1 . 2z_ 7e+O(-:._ 5. 062e_-C)C)0
,.-.0 I. 216e+0C)I 1. 135e+00] 4.4 _-'.6e+',')0C
=:I I . ! IC_e+C)Ol 1. C)4Be+C)O 1 G. 94 le+C)C)O
,-=):,_ 9. S_ 1e_c')O0 9.2Gge+O00 E.._-'.61e+C)C)C)
:_,3 I. 202e+:)01 ] . 122e+001 4.301 e+O00
3# 9. &17e+O00 9. 15Se+O00 2. 937e+C)00
,,_, 4. 823e+C:00 4. 639e÷000 1. Z _ _e'(-OC)O
_:6 8. 066e+0C'0 7. 930e+000 I. 477e+000
37 6.8C)2e+C)00 &. 696e+C)C)C) I. 198e+0C)C)
"" :8 &. _23e sO00 6. 344e+C)00 9. 988e-001
,9 4.40C)e+¢)00 4. 267e+C)00 1 . r)76e÷OOC)
q C' 4.4_ _e-:-C00 4.39'_e+0 :),7> 8.54_e-0C) 1
41 3. 917r_+00C) 3. B6-?e+OC)O &. i z_'Z,e-O01
_2 I .='"7_,_,e+,)ou".... 1 .326e+0C)C) 7 .579e-001
--)3 I. 5_.:)e-,,-C)OC) 1.3_9e +,::)C)O 7.33C)e-DO 1
44 I .__1 !__-(-OC)C) 1. 505e+000 I. O07e+O00
'=,,,2 . 179e _-:)c)?).....=_.C)83e+C)00 6.3B_e-001
"6 2. ()eDe,-Oc,o I. 8T,qe+OC)C) 9. 966e-001
47 2.32Be+C)OC) 2. 192e+C)(2)(Z) 7. e36e-(')O I
':8 3. Qg_e+OOC! 3.8&6e+OC)(5 1. OC)ge+00c)
"_ 6. _TC)e÷.':.,{,C 5.971 e+C)(')O 2.219e+C)00
ETA .... TORQUE
PO ISE GRAMS-CM
5. B47e÷O01 I. 847e_-001
....-4. 595e+001 - I .581 e+O01
4.34Be+001 I. 440e÷001
-=_I.27 le',-O01 I. 313e+001

















































I. OOC)e+O00 "-,.,.Ic)C)e-)-O,')I. .
_. O00e*O00 _. 2C)C)e÷C)O I
•_. O00e+O00 _. 40C)e+001
-4. O00e¥O00 '_. 6C)C)e+C,C)1
5. C)OOe÷O00 .:.'_ 7C)0e+001
-_. O00e_O0 :3.900e+001
7. O00e+_O00 4. 1C)C)e÷C)O i
8. OOC)e+C)O0 4. _C)C)e÷C)C)_
9. O00e+C)OC) 4.50C)e+C)O I
1. C,C)Oe+C)C) _ 4.7C)Oe+O01
I • 1C)C)e+C)C) 1 4.90C)e÷001
J . 200e+OC) 1 5. :I OOe+(')O 1
1.30C)e÷C)O i 5. 300e÷C)01
I. 4C)OE-.+C>O 1 5.5C)Oe+C)O 1
I. 50C)e+C)O I 5.7C){)e+C)O 1
1.6C)C)e+C)Ol 5.9C)Oe+C)OI
1.7C)Oe+C)O ! 6. 100e+C)O 1
I. 8C)Oe+O01 6. 300e+O01
1.9C)0e+001 6. 500e+0C) 1
2. OOC)e.(-C)C) I 6.6C)C)e+C,O !
2. 10C)e_C)O I 6.80C)e+001
2.2C)C)e+O01 7. O00e+O01
2.3C)Oe+ C)C)1 7.20:)e+0(Z) 1 ....
2.4C)C)e+OC) :t 7.4C)C)e+O0 l
2.5C)C)e+O01 7.6C)C)e+C)O 1
2.6C)Oe+C)O 1 7.8C)Oe+C)O I
2. 700e+001 8. ODOe*O01
BOOe+O01 8. 200e+001
2.90C)e+C)01 _. 400e+001
3. C)C)C)e+C_C) 1 8.6C)C)e÷O.::) I
.-'-,.lOOe+O01 Ei.8:>5e+001
,_.. 2C)C)e+001 9.00C)e+O01
3.3C)Oe+C'O _ 9. 200e+C)01
Z. 4 C)C)e+C)O I 9. 400e+C)C) 1
3. 500e÷001 9.6C)C)e+OC) I




4. OOC)e÷O01 1. C)60e_C)C)2
4. 10C)e+001 I. OBC)e+OC)2
4. FOOe*C)C) ! ] . !OC_e÷C)C)2
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U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
SWB-B Fabric for NASA Lot# I







lb. Breaking Strength, Ibs/in, FILL




2a. Carbon Assay, X




2b. Hydrogen Assay, X




2c. Nitrogen Assay, %


























SWB-8 Fabric for NASA Lot# 1
7a. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
7b. Moisture Content, X
CTM-53B
7c. Ash Content, X
CTM-53B
8a. Filament diameter, microns, WARP
S.E.M. procedure
(diameters are an average
10 measurements)
8b. Filament diameter, microns, FILL
S.E.M. procedure
(diameters are an average
of 10 measurements)
9a. Thread Count, per inch, WARP
PTM-5A
9b. Thread Count, per inch, FILL
PTM-5A
10a. Areal weight as received, gm/4x4
PTM-3A
10b. Volatilea as received,
PTM-3A










































SWB-8 Fabric for NASA Lot# I
10c. Weight Change on Acetone Wash, %
PTM-3A













































































































- SPOT3 OR STAINS
- FOLJ_
- ED_ CU_L
•_ T_G'r_ WEAVE OR SELVA c_-
- _AVE DISTORTION
- VISIBLE PUCi_RS
- _-_E P6Cr_R O'_A.SING




































































U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
FM 5834 NASA LOT# 1 U.S.P. LOT# D09255
pAGE
Resin Content, Soxhlet ............................ 1
Filler Content, Soxhlet ............................ I
Cloth Content, Soxhlet ............................. 1
Volatile Content .............. .................... 1
Flow .............................................. 1
Resin Content, Dry Basis ................ '........... 1
Tack ............................................... 1
Gel Time .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. 2
Moisture Content .................................. 2
Ash Content ....................................... 2
TGA ............................................... 2
DSC ............................................... 2
Infrared (IRZB) Baseline .......................... 2
Environmental History ............................. 2
Specific Gravity .................................. 2
Tensile Strength .................................. 2
Tensile Modulus ................................... 3
Tensile Elongation ................................ 3
Flexural Strength ................................. 3
Flexural Modulus .................................. 3
Compressive Strength .............................. 3
Compressive Modulus ............................... 3
Double Shear Strength ............................. 4
Barcol Hardness ................................... 4
Residual Volatiles ................................ 4
Resin Content, Pyrolysis .......................... 4
Acetone Extraction ................................ 4
CTE, with ply ..................................... 4
CTE, crossply ..................................... 4
CHARTS
TGA ................................................. 8A - 8B
DSC ................................................. 9A - 9B
Infrared (IRZB) Baseline ............................ I@A - 10B
CTE ............................................... 21A - 21B
PREPREGTESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC 0. E. 71108
FM 5834 NASA LOT# I U.S.P. LOT# D09255
Page I of 4





NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 36.0




NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 14.9




NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 49.1




NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 4.5
.
.




NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 18.1
Resin Content, Dry basis, % 41.3 40.8
PTM 16F, Type II 41.2 41.0
41.___fi 40. s
AVG. 41.4 40.8
NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 41.1
5. Tack, Ibs 45 56
PTM-80 NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 51
6. Gel Time, seconds 165 169
PTM-20E NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 167
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 • (714) 549-1101 • TW_ (910) 595-1130 '=FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2437
Page 2 of 4
FM 5834 NASA LOT# 1 U.S.P. LOT# D09255
7a. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
ROLL#1-S ROLL#2-S LOT#1 AVG.
Na 22 18 20
K 2 3 3
Ca 33 27 30
Mg 1 2 2
Li • __0 __0
TOTAL 58 50 54




NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 3.50
7c. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
0.08 0.07
NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 0.07
8. TGA, % Weight Loss st 500°C
CTM-51 (Nitrogen)
7.7 7.'7















11. Envlronmental History Date manufactured: 12 Mmy 1986
Packaged in: Polyethylene bsg
Date shipped: Test lot not
shipped







NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 1.520











FM 5834 NASA LOT# I U.S.P. LOT# D09255
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PM 5834 NASA LOT# I U.S.P. LOT# D09255









NASA LOT# 1 AVERAGE 2.86
17. Barcol Hardness, Units
ASTM D-2583
(Average of 10 determinations)
69.0 70.9
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 70.0






NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 2.22






NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 34.11
20. Acetone Extraction, X
CTM-18A
- .91 - .98
- .45 -1.18
- .92 - .45
AVG. - .76 - .87
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE - .81
21a. CTE, In/In
PTM-61B
*F with PLY -2.17 -1.73
-1.95 -2.42
AVG. -2.06 -2.08
NASA LOT# i AVERAGE -2.06
21b. CTE, in/in
PTM-61B
• F Cross PLY 13.02 12.66
9.94 12.90
AVG. 11.48 12.78
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE 12.13
See Chart 21A-21B
U.S. Polymeric
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s_umun_ul 378VII::IV/_, 03_1-1S _'3i_
Chart 21A3
























- 7 , . Chort 21B3









































U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
Filler Lot for NASA Lot# 3
pAGE
Carbon Content .................................... 1
Ash Content ....................................... I
Atomic Absorption ................................. I
Moisture Content .................................. I
Ash Content ....................................... 1
pH ................................................ 1
Particle Size, S.E.M. procedure ................... 1
TGA, "C st 50% Loss ............................... I
TGA ............................................... 2
Particle Size Distribution ........................ 2
Particle Size, Horlba ............................. 2
CHARTS
Page I of 2
FILLER TESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
Filler _ot for NASA Lot# 3





NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 99.39




AVG. 0.000 0.000 0.002
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 0.001
3. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are average of
2 determinations)
#3A-I #3A-2 #3A-3 LOT#3
Na 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
K 2.5 1.0 2.0 1.8
Ca 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.3
Mg 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Li 0.0 0.0 0._._00 0.0
TOTAL 11. • 9.5 10. • 10.2




AVG. .008 .018 0.000
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE .008




AVG. .025 .005 .000




AVG. 4.88 4.78 4.82
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 4.83




AVG. .51 .51 .42
Maximum .99 .88 .85
Minimum .20 .18 .15
Std. Dev .23 .20 .17
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE SIZE .48
6a. TGA, "C st 50% Loss
CTM-51
864 860 850
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 858
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CAUFORNIA 92707 * (714) 549-1101 * TW"X (910) 595-1130 • FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2437
Page 2 of 2




7. Particle Size Distribution
CTM-72
See ChartB 7A-7C





AVG. .92 .88 .88
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE .89
U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 21108
91LD Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 3
PAGE
Resin Solids ...................................... 1
Specific Gravity .................................. I
Brook£1eld Viscosity .............................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... I
Atomic Absorption ................................. I






Phenol Content .................................... 2




Gas Chromatography .................................. 6A - 6C
TGA ................................................. 7A - 7C
DSC ................................................. 8A - 8C
HPLC ................................................ 9A - 9C
GPC ................................................. 10A - 10C
RDS .................................................. 14A - 14C
NMR ................................................. 15A - 15C




U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
91LD Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 3
AVG.
2. Specific Gravity @ 25"C
PTM-29C
3. Viscosity, Brook£1eld, cps. @ 22.8"C
PTM-14C
4. Gel Time, min:sec
PTM-47B









6. Volatiles, Gas Chromatography
CTM-55
7. TGA, % Weight Loss at 500*C
CTM-51 (AIR}




10. GPC, Average molecular wt.
CTM-49A






Lot# 3 AVERAGE 71.5
1.129 1.131 1.128
Lot# 3 AVERAGE 1.129
1250 1375 1250
Lot# 3 AVERAGE 1292
3:40 3:38 3:33
Lot# 3 AVERAGE 3:37
#3-___22 #3-3 LOT1 AV_









Lot# 3 AVERAGE 38.5
See Chart 7A-7C
178 183 185




Lot# 3 AVERAGE 1752
See Chart 10A-10C
H;TCO MATERIALS DIV;SION
700 E DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 * (714) _4_1101 * TWX (910) 59_1130 * FAX # (714) 54_285_2437
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Lot# 3 AVERAGE 8.5






Lot# 3 AVERAGE 12.04
13. Chang's Index, ml.
CTM-5B
24.8 24.6 25.2
Lot# 3 AVERAGE 24.9












Hamid M. Quraishl, Manager
Quallty Assurance Department






























GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY STANDARD SOLVENT
TEST METHOD CTM-55














NOTE: THF WAS USED TO DILUTE THE RESIN SAMPLES.
OF POOR QUALITY'
•:l._F.'.ERLTIRE CHF:OMRTOGRH_I ,$:_._,











RUH TIME: 30.08 MINUTES
DELAY TIME: 0.08
CHAt.I: 8
PK RET PERK RRER




















115088 2 876 2




























SAMPLE: 91 L[, 3-I




RUN TIME: 30.80 MINUTES
DELAY TIME: 8.00
CHRN: e
PK RET PERk: RRER E:












3 33 3548988 88
I 63 115888 2 882 2
385 2
887 3
58 11738 294 4
98 18483 263 4
58 19617 4_I 4
75 18886 273 2
95 35525 898 2
88 12868 382 2


































91 LD 3-- =




RUfJ TIME: 30.00 MINUTES
DELAY TIME 0.00
CHAN : 0
PI::: _.:ET PEAl.'. AREA E:
NO. TIME AREA P. L
6 1 70
7 2 30 3049400 88
8 5 10 10194
9 5 58 14229
10 5 98 2416
11 _ 40 1369
_3 :1 g_: 35297 1
40 21.95 34535 I
4i 22 08 10786
4? 2 _ 20 13211
1800 .053 1
































.£AMF'LE 91 LC, ._'Z.-_.




R'LIH TIME: _0.00 MINLITE5
DELAY TItlE" 0 O0
CHAH: 0
PK PET F'EAK AREA E;




7 3 30 3049400 8_
8 5 10 10194
9 5 58 14229
23 11 68 35297 I
40 21 95 34535 I
41 22 08 10786
.°, _,42 2_ 20 13211
































FIIJRL FULL SC:QLE M'J.:I080.08
MISC. C=C_. 18 C152(;MG/I'IO.
T I:'IE 1? :0 :':
DRTE ] 2,'i _.,oo
CoPERRTOR : JGZ
_:I.IHTIME: 30 80 MINUTES
DELR',' TIME" 0 80
CHRN- 0
PI:: RET PERK AREA E:























CS 5795 .135 2
_3 77409 1 888 2
_8 241490 5 6_9 2





























SRMt:'LE __.I L[i "3-_"




RUH TIME- _0.88 MINLITES
DELAY TIME: 0.88
CHFIN : 0
PI( RET PERF RF.:ER E:
NO T IME AREA % L
PERk
HT.
4 1.gS 77409 I 82_ 2
5 1.98 241498 5 677 2
6 3.48 3549988 8F 385 3
18 11.73 15339 3_I i
41 21.93 54638 1 284 2
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HDR TAKEN 09-05-1986 15: 49:05
CHART 9A
******* AREA PERCENI" REF'ORT ********
******************************************************************************
._mple Name: 91LD,3-1,C=b. Tb Operator Initials: JGZ *
._te: 09-05-1986 15:49:05 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO36.F'TS *
Interface: 4 Cycle#: 36 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
-farting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01 - *
Instrument Type: BECKMAN HF'LC Column Type: MICROBONDAF'AK C-IB *
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
Operating Conditions: R.T. , FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
. ****************************************************************************
;t _ting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
_'k Ret Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
_o Time Area % L Ht. % Height
2 1.80 118498 73.6309 2 5085 10C).000 23.3
2.07 42437 26.3691 2 4223 35.813 10.1













































}_''A FILE A:MB561.HDR TAKEN 09-05-1986 14:15:09
FILE A:F'HEN035.HDR TAKEN 09-05-1986 I%_: 28 :08
. .-.w--w-.. ** AREA F'ERCENT REF'ORT -]Iz[--41,E-il,_-.-I_ -il,,E--.]W--il_--X-
* Sample Name: 91LD,3-2,C=6.99 Operator Initials: JGZ *
_ate: 09-05-1986 15:28:08 Method:PHENOL]IC DATA FILE: A:PHENO35.PTS *
* nterface: 4 Oycle#: 35 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
* Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01 *
* Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18 *
* Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
* Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
* Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1: *
* Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
*******************************************************************************
S_rting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Pk Ret Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
No. Time Area % L Ht. % Height
.--
2 1.78 117907 74.09_2 2 5029 100.000 23.4
3 2.05 41228 25.9078 2 4167 34.967 9.9
T -al Area: 159135 Area Reject: 1000 One sample per 1.000 sec.






































_A FILE A:PHENO34.HDR _Ak_EN 09-05-1986 15;07:23
******* AREA PERCENT REPORT ********
c _mple Name: 91LD,_ 3,• _- C=6.67 Operator Initials: JGZ *
Late: 09-05-1986 15:07:23 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO34.FTS *
Interface: 4 Cycle#: 34 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
_ :arting F'eak Width: 10 Threshold: .01 *
. ****************************************************************************
Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MI_ROBONDAF'A_:_ C-18 *
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
Detector 0: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
. *****************************************************************************
_t _ting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
'k Ret Peak Area B Peak Normal ized Area/
_o Time Area % L Hr. % Height
1.78 118569 73.0817 2 5139 100.000 23.1
2.05 43673 26.9184 2 4294 36.833 10.2
Fota] Area:
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GPC CALIBRATION PLOT




Log Mol Wt = A + B× + C×^2 ÷ Dx_3
A= 2.538977 B= 2.115815 C= -.5646E:24
Coefficient of Determination: 0.9902
Ret Time Molecular WeigF_t
D= 3.606432E-02
Log Mc,l Wt
3.50 35000 4. 544
4.33 15000 4. 176
4.83 3600 3. 556
5.09 2350 3. 371
6. O0 5_0 2. 756
7.17 92 1. 964
7.50 72 1 •857
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S mple Name: 91LD 3-1 C=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF .
Date: ()EB-C)5-1986 11:42:15 Method: DATA FILE: B:GPC2I .F'TS *
I terrace: 5 Cycle#: 21 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
S arting Peak Width: 6C) Threshold: 0 *
******************************************************************************
Tnstrument Type: HF'LC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector O: 254NM/.1AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
_ ****************************************************************************
:arting Delay: 0.00 Erlding Retention Time: 10.00
a::bration file: GF'CPHEN
o_ ._cular Weight Distribution Averages
aseline TIMES: 3.85 to
rocess TIMES: 3.85 to
o _I Arem: 256218
w. 1666
_n= 284
iw _n= 5. B652
Iz 4056
Iv= 1451
10.00 MW: 22295 to 2















A-_ FILE B:GPC23 .HDR TAKEN 08-05-1986 17:31:38
. ****************************************************************************
-ample Name: 91LD 3-2 C=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF .
Date: 08-05-1986 12:14:53 Method: DATA FILE: B:GPC23 .FTS *
nterface: 5 Cycle#: 23 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. .
tarring Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
******************************************************************************
Instrument Type: HF'LC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector 0: 254NM/.1AU Detector 1: *
• Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
;tarring Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
]m ibration file: GPCPHEN
Ic ecular Weight Distribution Averages
_aseline TIMES: -._85 to 10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
:r_cess .TIMES: _.85 to 10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
Fc al Area: 251238
_w- 1751
_n= 322























Tr FILE B:GFC24 .HDR TAKEN OB-O5-1986 17:34:48
S_,aple Name: 91LD 3-3 C=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF *
Date: 08-05-1986 12:29:38 Method: DATA FILE: B:6PC24 .PTS *
Ii Jet,ace: 5 Cycle#: 24 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
S _rting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
*****************************************************************************
"-_strument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector 0: 254NM/.1AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
_, ***************************************************************************
zartir,g Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
al bration (ile: GPCPHEN
_l cular Weight Distribution Averages
aseline TIMES: 3.85 to
r_mess TIMES: 3.85 to






10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
M01 Wt 5
I0
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lb. Bremking Strength, Ibs/in, FILL




2m. Carbon Assay, %
MDQAI 5560










2c. Nitrogen Assay, %
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7b. Moisture Content, X
CTM-53B
0. 000
7c. Ash Content, X
CTM-53B
0. 030
8a. Filament diameter, microns, WARP
S.£.M. procedure











8b. Filament diameter, microns, FILL
S.E.M. procedure
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-. SPD'T_ OR STA/NS
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- EDGE CURL
- "I']_.VI" WEAVE OR SELVAC_
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FM 5834 NASA LOT# 3 U.S.P. LOT# D09233
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Atomic Absorption ................................. 2
Moisture Content .................................. 2
Ash Content ....................................... 2
TGA ............................................... 2
DSC ............................................... 2
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Tensile Modulus ................................... 3
Tensile Elongation ................................ 3
Flexural Strength ................................. 3
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Compressive Strength .............................. 3
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NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 37.0




NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 15.6




NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 47.4
2. Volatile Content, % 3.3 5.3
PTM-lVB 4.7 5.5
AVG. 4.2 5.1
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 4.7
e
1




NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 13.8
Resin Content, Dry bssls, % 38.9 39.3
PTM-ISF, Type II 38.3 39.5
39. e
AVG. 3a. 8 39.3
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 39.0
5. Tack, lbs 38 35
PTM-80 NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 37
6. Gel Time, seconds 207 197
PTM-20E NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 202
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E DYER ROAD. SANTA ANA. CALIFORNIA 92707 • (714) 54_1101 • TWX (910) 59_1130 • FAX # (714) 549-285_5-2437
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FM 5834 NASA LOT# 3 U.S.P. LOT# D09233
7a. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
ROLL#1-S ROLL#2-S LOT#3 AVG.
Na 12 18 15
K 2 2 2
Ca 12 19 16
Mg 1 1 1





NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 2.87
7c. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
.03 .06
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE .04
8. TGA, % Weight Loss at 500"C
CTM-51 (Nitrogen)
7.9 5.7















11. Envlronmental History Date manufactured: 30 Aprll 1986
Packaged In: Polyethylene bag
Date shipped= Test lot not
shipped







NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 1.514
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NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 3.90
17. Barool Hardness, Units
ASTM D-2583
(Average of 10 determinations)
73.1 73.0
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 73.1






NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 1.70






NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 33.46






NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 1.06





NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE .42





NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 9.76
See Chart 21A-21B
U.S. Polymeric
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3b. Amh Content ....................................... 1
4. pH ................................................ 1
5. Particle Size, S.E.M. procedure ................... I
6m. TGA, "C st 50% Loss ............................... 1
6b. TGA ............................................... 2
7. Psrticle Size Distribution ........................ 2
7s. Psrtlcle Size, Horlbs ............................. 2
CHARTS
TGA ................................................. 6A - 6C
Particle Size Distribution .......................... 7A - 7C
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FILLER TESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
Flller Lot for NASA Lot#








AVG. .013 .008 .008
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE .010
3. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are average of
2 determinations}
#4-1 #4-2 #4-3 LOT#4
Na 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.7
K 1.5 2.0 1.0 1.5
Ca 1.5 0.5 1.5 1.2
Mg 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.7
Li 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.d
TOTAL 6. • 5.5 3.5 5. •




AVG. 0.024 0.010 0.013





AVG. 0.003 0.005 0.000




AVG. 4.75 4.82 4.72
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 4.76




AVG. .42 .38 .43
Maximum .56 .73 .70
Minimum .20 .20 .23
Std. Dev .08 .05 .08
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE SIZE .41
6a. TGA, *C at 50_ Loss
CTM-51
701 688 697
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 695
Hrrco MATERIALS [_VISION700 E DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 * _714)54_1101 * TWX (910) 595-1130 * FAX # C714)54_2858-5-2437
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7. Particle Size Dtntrtbutton
CTM-72
See Charts 7A-?C
7a. Particle Slzew microns
CTH-72 .94 .79 .98
• 94 .S2 .91
AVG. .94 .SQ .94
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE .89
U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
91LD Resin Lot for NASA Lot#
PAGE
Resin Solids ...................................... 1
Specific Gravity .................................. 1
Brookfield Viscosity .............................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption .................................. I






Phenol Content .................................... 2













U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
91LD Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 4







2. Specific Gravity @ 25"C
PTM-29C
1. 140
3. Viscosity, Brookfleld, cps. @ 22.8"C
PTM-14C
895
4. Gel Time, mln:sec
PTM-47B
3:10







6. Volstiles, Gas Chromstogrmphy
CTM-55
See Chart 6A















11. pH, units 8.2
CTM-iB
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HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD. SANTA ANA. CALIFORNIA 92707 • (714) 54_1101 • TWX (910) 59_1130 • FAX # _714) 54_285_5-2407
91LD Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 4






13. Chang's Index, ml.
CTM-5B
24.5












Hamid M. Quralshl, Manager
Quality Assurance Department
_J
TYPICAL GAS CHROMATOGRAPH SET-UP
|
Cotumn Detector i F._:;)
Leneth _ "_.,1__,. ¥01ta£e
I_ia. _ SonsJt.
Liquid Pflase_ Flow Rates, tal/min_
|t. 5 .'_. ] Hydroien _ Ai r_
Support _ Scavenge
Ille$h ..__2[._._J._ Split, .
Carrier Gas i-I,P _, Teinperatu.,re,.,OC.__.,_..._._
Rotameter Dot. _ Inj._;:Z_
Column initial _
_nfet Press _._..L'_ psi [
Rate *'_ nl/nin Final ,_ ( _"} I
CMARTSPEED Rate _c-_<_C-J"1"4S_/ I
SAHPLE_1 [...t_,.A.,L-| Solvent "J'H_ _ |
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY STANDARD SOLV[NT
TEST METHOD CTM-55














NOTE: THF WAS USED TO DILUTE THE RESIN SAMPLES.
ORIGINAL PAGE !_3
OF POOR QUALFi"/















-=INFIL FULL SCFiLE MV.=,IeGe 00
,w..,...
':,r_K'r'Lr_ i L r',4- l
_'TI ".::r : C=O 1 ¢,02".. ,C,-W'_,,tt_,,,
" ImE, 8 .'0:-;
DF,TE 12 I I .E:_-
O;:EPATO;;:, ._IGZ
_.'L:;_ TIME: SO E*O
DELR",' TIME 00E,
C:H _N : 0
MINLITES
F'i.: RET F'ERf:. RRER E"









































MIt,a F'I WIDTH= 15








SRt,IF'LE: 91 LD 4-i
M ISO. ' ,::=0 1002E. (_M_/Mi-"
T IME c,,,.: 0 ,¢.:
DATE: I2"11."E:6
OF'EI_:RTOR: ..IGZ
_'UN T I ME : 30. O0
DELRY TIME' 0 O0
C HF_N _ 0
MINLITES
PK RET PERK 0REO E:
HO T IME FIREFI % L














































RUN NO__ DATE _'l_'_ _
OPERATOR _J_
SAMPLE: J
...... :- -;- 4-t
ATM AJ2- @









PROG. RATE, °C/min _Z[--)_
HEAT. t"/__;COOL_BO :'_-__
SHIFT. im _ _ _ - "
7-
I I I _


























































Sample Name: 91LD,4-1,C=7.02 Operator Initials: JGZ *
i _te: 09-05-1986 14:53:19 Method:F'HENDLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO33. PTS *
iterface: 4 Cycle#: 33 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01 *
*******************************************************************************
Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18 *
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
*******************************************************************************
_t rting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
"k Ret Peak Area B Peak Normal iz ed Area/
J_ Ti me Area % L Ht. % Height
1.7B 124818 73.2381 2 5258 100.000 23.7
4 2.05 45610 26.7619 2 4375 36.541 10.4
rc al Area: 170428 Area Reject: 1000 One sample per 1.000 sec.

6PC CALIBRATION PLOT




Log Mol Wt m A + Bx ÷ Cx^2 + Dx^3
A: 2.538977 B-- 2. 115815 C z -.5646824
Coefficient of Determination: 0.9902


















I I I I I
Z.8 3.8 4.8 5.8 &.8
hiention Time or Uohme
7.8 8.0
O_ARI IOA
A-_ FILE A:GF'C38.HDR TAKEN 08-06-1986 13:14:48
. ****************************************************************************
_ample Name: 91LD 4-1 CIC Operator Initials: GBF .
Date: 08-06-1986 12':51:25 Method: DATA FILE: A:GPC38.PTS .
nterface: 5 Cycle#: 38 Channel#: 0 Vial#: NoA. *
Larting F'eak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
*******************************************************************************
Instrument Type: HF'LC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector O: 254NM/. IAU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
Starting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
3m _ibration file: GPCPHEN
_c ecular Weight Distribution Averages
Baseline TIMES: 3.85 to




M_ Mn= 7. 9074
M: : 5285
M = 1673
10.00 MW: 22295 to 2














....- " Rheo_e.t_ics _ECAP i I _ -.......................... --.
........... ........................ " "'r'-.- T'T'L.... "
0 erator-4C_IBTINA P. ..................................................... 7:: .
...... "__-. :_ ......
--'2o.; i ............. -......Dmte and Time/L: Wednes_ay_ " _I_B6---M6 07i(_$-ZL_- ...... _ _ ._ - -.= -:---:--
O, -:rating Mod_ -_ ---DYNAMIC--:f ;.7_-:---. -__.. - _...............................
S. .:ep Type : CURE -r - ._- ....... -_._,-_a 4.-:. - .
.....................................................................
_eometry : DISK & PLATE ..........
_ADIUS ': - 25.00
........ _A_"..... - ....... C;._,0
_es - ..... _...... - ....
• : ._. - ._ • . m .....
oRIGINAL _'__ IS
OE pOOR QUALITY
..... _-. _ ,__-........... Z .:_




_ o _ - ._] .... oo -
-= _--__ .... _ , .......
JASA-FINGERPRINT VISCOSITY _ROFILE 91LD-f_ESIN B-B63 NASA __0T4-'1 USPW_5959/B
-P_P_.".... ETA* ........ ETA -_---. ETA" TORQUE .. TI_--"- - TEMP.. _
- . " _I_DISE .... POI_ '_-s:.-z" -:-POISEL_-==SRAMS-_ -17--- _-_IMIN_ ........ DEG. -C
1.- 9.913e+CK)I ::_. 597e.*001 -:-_l_934e+:OOF--=_ ,-2_E:,ea_q_l--=_.-OOOe_i-r3_OOe_-OOI -- -
2 8. 994e÷001 _. Ol le+O01 -#.gNTe+O01 ....1. l_Oe+O01 1 ._OOC{e----+O00-3.2r'Oe+OC)l
_ 3_:--e.  e3 +c,c, l_ ;e. o:z-2e+ool_- i,,oO!_ _.--4.. w
e. 567e+C)01 7. Yl Ne+O01 : _. 720e*OCtl--:?_ _ _-{*75e+_,Dl -i____.--O00e_O_.-500e +001
-5 7.92_3e+00 i - 7. "136e÷001
6 7. 192e+001 6. 472e-_001
7 6. 556e+001 5. B43e+001
B 6. 012e+001 5. 282e+001
5. 478e+001 4. 705e÷00 I
0 4. 918e+00! 4. IC:2e+001
1 4.z;31e÷O01 _._562e÷00!
_ .4.OZ;7e÷O_'_l 3. 139e+001
:13 3. 632e+001 2. 784e+001
4 3.206e÷001 ..'_429e+001




IC_ _._22Oe÷0OI. . 1.85_e+001
?0 2. 088e÷001 1. 799e+001
1 I. 965e+001 I. 727e÷001
_2 I. 864e+00i i. 676e+001
"3 I .765e÷001 !. _i Be+O0_
I. 620e+001 I. 494e+001
_, .1.5_e+C)Ol 1. 461e+00_
26 1.412e+001 1 _,_le+O_l
_7 1. 273_+00 i I. 232e-_0C) _
i. 158e÷0,:31 i. 121e+O01
;z9 I. 030e+O01 I. C)C)3e+OC)l
30 8. 326e+00C) 8. 113e+000
1 7. 561 e_-OOC) 7.4_2e+0C)0
_ 2 &. 426e+0C)0 6.2_Oe÷O00
33 5. 525e+C)C)0 5. _ 1C)e+OOO
4 4. 405e+C)00 4. 377e÷000
-3 zl.476_-÷000 4. _76e+000
36 4. :168e+000 4. 095e+000
_7 .4. 176e-0C,0 4. 168e÷000
B 3.75Tv_-OOC) 3. 720e÷000
J 9 3. 932e÷000 3. 904e+000
_Ci _. 230e÷000 3. 215e+00c]
1 3. 804e+0C.:) 3.79_e+0C)0
Z 3.8C)-_e+000 3. 804e+C)00
4o_ 3. 872e+000 ".,.,842e+000
".# 4.018e+C_O_', 4.013e÷000
4. 182e_000 ,4. 181 e+O00
46 _. _59_+000 4. 337e+000
7 4. 524e+000 4. 486e+000
4.9=Be+C)O0 4. 878e+000





























































-5. O00e +(_'_0 - 3 •800e+or)














__.i200e+OC?l . 5. 200e+OO_ __
1. 300e+C)O 1 5. 400e+O01
















!. _C)Oe+001 ...._5.-_OOe_-O01 -- -
I. 900e+OOl -:_-6.500e+001 "
• 142e-+ErO0- -i ._Sr-mOe'_'O0-l---:-_.--O_OOe-i:O_I - - ....
- L








2 _-TCK)e +C_.) I -"-8 .-IOOe +001
2. OC)Oe+OOl B. 3C)Oe+O01
2.9C)C)e+C)C) 1 8.5C)C)e-_O01
• :-...
..... - £ .........
9.496e-C)01 _ _. OC)C)e_-O01 B. 600e÷O0
_.064_-001 -_. lOOe+O01 8.900e+0C)I .....
6. 935e-001 3. _OOe+OC)! 9. lOOe+O01
5. 527e-00 !=== 3..__gOe+OO ! -- _;. 300e'_)C) I ....
-_, 618e-O01 ,_.. 40C)e+O01 _).4C)C)e.+OOJ.
5. 228e-C)C) 1 3.50C)e+O01 9.7C)C)e+O01
5. 243e-001 3i_=OOe+O01 9.8C)Oe_-C)O 1 -
4,714e-001 3. 700e+O01 1. Ol C)e+002
_.. 936e-gC)i____. BE)De+_r)l " ___020e*_2 -
4. 052e-001 - 3. 900e+001 - 1 .-050e÷C)C)2
.777e-00:I 4. C)OC)e+C)Ol I. 07C)e-(-002
.7B6e-C)C) 1 4. 100e+C)C) I 1.08,::)e-002
.862e-0C) 1 4. 200e÷001 I. _OC)e +OCt2
04_e-O01 4.3C)Oe÷O01 1.120e÷002
250e-C)01 4 ,_l OOe-+-O01 .... _I-. 140e+002
5. 477e-00_ 4. 500e+0_1 -t. 160e_C)02
5. 679e--001 -4.6C)Oe+O01 I. IBC)e÷C)02
6.190e-001 4 .-lOC)e÷O01 1.200e+C)02
7. 024e-0C)1 a. 8t_C)e÷O01 I. 220e+002
8. e62e-O01 _. 900e+O01 1. 240e_-002








_ASA FINGERPRINT -VISCOSITY PROFILE 91L'D -'RES_4_-.-_3N-ASA LOT4-1 -_USPQ35959/8
"_<J. ETA* ..i- 2_ I:2-_..ETA • - ........ .ETA"-2-- ...... 'TDRDUE- TIlE ..............F'O ] SE TEMP
P_ISE -----..POISE _ :_-_.-_GRAMS--CH ._------ --_INo -_.... _%_-P. - -p .-





2 - _, -7 =_ " Z _- --TZ_-_?T___-.. --'- "-"_ - "P-'" "- -. ---., "" . _ - _-:__...'- .----_ : ,___ _
. . ;, _ • c
_:_.__i!!ilj/i_i:_- " .<_L] : i<<::_i.. : i_ ._! :i ::,+:- _- :. _ SOLVENT ONLY
=---:-=+._+:_-_+--"-'-'-'-'-'-'__ =:-- ---:-_:-+ ---_++-_ :-- ......... SCAN
............ _;:, .<-k:i i .... :i: .... :, i: _ i: : :_ _?
.' '- i .... ± : "" i -'[ ] - +: =_ -: ; '. ...... :. .-' ...... _ . 'm --- ,,}
o_
.... + ............ 4- ...... :¢-. --' ..; 1 i ' " " : + " _"
..... --1"--_ .J... _:..... : -= .... :--.!-- , '_-------.L- " ......... " '_
............. _ ........... := ....d -_= .... : : ___ _r
:____=_::=." .- ............... _..--.=.=_-.=. . +---__ p.-
1 : ,.-.:._ . ,, ." '. _ + - . "__k .,_........ _ ---=4 ............. I. ,::-=:= .... =- :_ : , . ! . _' =d_-z--.=Y___ ::-:r,:r=..+_,i; i .-,_-.
_:':-=:_-'===-:_--.+ ....... -i ............... : .... ::-- ..... : ...................--:-:r: --1:-- + ' '- : i' '=,r . _1)
l.- _ ) +--':" .'-'r'r',r'_ _rrr-"+:-,I "'." T.._ --. _
..... -n-'. ......... --' , ----_' , .=-----t-- _ -L _ i --'_-'! o •
, . =..__;'_"_:-; _' _' ....--_ .... ,.__ _--':t" , .... + _.,---_ _. --
_-.=_-_--_z-:÷:: :=-__.. :-=_= := _-_=___ ........+ _ _____
---_=_'-=o-bo-o ........... _-_ ' ' - ' " ........... _"---
: _ -:- -+ " ? ":-::-Tl-----------]'-_:-z-A-i---_._---:l:]-'';':" i :i: '. '5 ' ; ; I[ :'.
- : : --:-; .... :;---: .... ----'-" ' - ' '- - ' --' ' ' .':'-._----_ ' ' ' ' L_ .-._--__
........ ___- :-.._--=--_---+: - -_.... = .....--4=............. _-- .i ;: >
._--=+-----:--=_::----=-::::: i+-----::=,::-::_.::_--_::--- _--H----- ;:==-=4-- .... +_---:---_ - _ "_ ..z
------ .... ----- ...... _ ........ . . -- _ . , "-! ,0. _, ..
"-=:_---: ....... : ............ ---, ....... :, ...... ', ..... t : - ' ,; : " .., "-' .... _+ -- "_ • J
;::::_z_._ .... _'- : .... :L J-.--..:_--:=:=.-----4. " ' • ' ! " ±. , _I[ I_1
.+_-.+:::::.:- - _ :: :::+ • .-::=_--: ._----:+ _.--:r=T_._--.--_---' __ '
...................... :_---_:- [ -"--..--:=::_--i:==-'-_-.-;;--:=----.,==-=:::o:.--_- _ - .'T'-T-,.
• ... • ........ i :, -; .... :, " .... , .... :_ .... ---------_- ..... -___ .... , [3. _ 0 _ _
--___ :_-=_-. __---___+:_:-- :--_----::=-_:_:::=-___-I L-_:...... <
_p_.__.;.;=__.; ............... ,........................ +.;-+., .-.---S+ +-,` ,, _--.= ......................... + ................ ,+-.__ 0
• _ ....... = .......... "==-" ---='-+:+__--v---; ..... --" + -_= .__ +n ----
::::=::-+.:+=::_'---:=-:=.::__==.===_=7___., -_'.-_-_=-_:-_._=_z_-+== -_ ._,..,,_,_r';, ! i
IV 7_7 ........ T---_- ,-----T----_.-- i'" : "-< '" _ " '_ -=--:._-_-- ..... --L+=.-_.--__ ; __ " __
I
".................. =......... -- ::.....,_..... N:
=========================== .===_-_"........ __ .... ---= :+-- _._____+.._ --_--_ [
................. "--==:--- =- ........ : ........ :: ........... ::= :___--_"4 : I l
.... , ......... ., .._:
.-:=_.+:= :.:::4 :: --.,-. = :-=: :--:-- :- - -=. =::==.:4-- -----=='=--':---= ............. _.--r----_---.,,-,, -_--. © Z _ :I:: i&_,'_,
....... -==-----_-..,=::=:=-=:--;--_...... -m==_.= --- ---==-=-----= += _. _
-:-:==__=-S-=-_- :;_:_ _: 7."i:;":."-----S--.-7-..7.-:..."- --:L--"---.___-_--.'___.Z_i _ :=_ "::+'---'--":__,=:--____='
............. _ .............. _ :-%----- --'--'::::_.--_ ....,_ ,__ (:_
.".. ....... 5 ." -:-'.-='----=-:-:- .... ---=-;'=';:--_..'=>---'£-:=:.-.-=/=--=--=.-.'-.-b==:----'+ : -'_-----:4 _ _o
_.-."Z"_'.--_=-_':__-T": :::_-'--__..::'_--__ :_'--.%_____ "------"_+'-" ..... , .... ;-_ .L---+-LI.._ _''''r-''-+ .... - Z" .... , " _ (
-=- -: -:-- : ...... . .......... = --'-.=_, ...... ::---:--: :--:-;:-;:;---_--,.-----:-i-------r-,:---_-.---=__ __--_--:-_. lit I [--| I_ m <
..........--:-=----::--::-;:=: ='-'; .... ---:-:-:::--:_:::=-_-=: .... ---'------ .... =---- .... "-------'--='-_.-_ i = jl_" |il_"_: Z _ 1
:_-_::==:=_-:=_--_-:: --=.-4"_:_.:: ........ -_---- : : : i ;7+-+.-.._-:._'- ; F _- i -I.______+'.2-- ...... ..--_ Ji I _ _.... _ ,,,j !
•=====================...............___,_._, .... j=
: , ............. ?.................... , -----" ....... :----T------. .... - .... -r-'----:--. ...... : _ _ ""__ -J ._
----_---- ........ == ...... ==---= ........ _ "'= =---'=::-= -------_- --'------_- "=---==---=: _; --. I,- _ LII
:.-_. + +.:: ..... .: ..... .;--:.-:z-==:=::::_-4._- ==-----_ -- ....... .-'--:-___.--.--_--_'_'t_+.. - - ......... _ ----, ill • (_,---. : .............. . __... . -, -: .... t .... , .-- - '-:--'r_, .--'--:'--'--"-,--_ ...... ,, .... j {:_ g.} • i[
........................ " ........ " ........... -- - : .: +. ...... -,._ • , I , ..... -I_- ' 10 Ik ,,_ i[ o" p,
..... "4-----;-= ..... :_:t=:-.-r----_=--=-_.=: :::= --:' _--- ..... :'---_ ..... _ : -'-_, _,. _ _ _
---:...................... := ========================:::::::::::::::::::::::.._--=..----__=;--.----"--=_. _ o _ < E
...........-___:_-::;:_.--..,T.._';,' :'::'-i-:-"--:-:::-:----" ,,-=m W ._, z_
-':: =-'.'-'-- - :_---t'---_---,. _-t--=::z _=:2,==:::'= :! :_-=;-:_ "- =_÷=--:-= ' "+ -'II, -'=-:_ I_I _ _ Z
...... _ --:,..-- =-_ : ..... _ :+: :> : "-=::==.=:-----'::_=____,L: +-h ;: " ,: " : .... +.:-Z :j _ E _ E
.; ....... .= :-: - T.:--:: :_= ................. "----I-t---._-_--.'Z--:T-:-:-==Z:I-:-_:__-+F:--::_-._ -:; _ t_ _ _ ,t_
_====.--_!:_--_-r. -_ ! ' , ' ! .. I ,,4 _:_:.=I,,:_:_ - l;_--_--=.
_: --O.=-_:=_-'--=_--:q --. ., _I , .l I. , ,_. -_---4 • _ %,
' _ ! " ' ' 'r' I " ' ' • ........... _ /
....• " =-----'......"_ ...=:I ::4"----'-".....i ,:,....,.-..........A--_-.Z.._ 4
_-4 :=E __----q__ ......__.--==_L _ __'-- .--
:=.---=_==..=.=__, .:.:_=__._:..... .::---_,__=::__=...__.=_____.r..............__._:.._ _ ,
_.o-_-_:,-_-_ ..... : ' ' : - '_ _
[
_----==-:--L__i=-===I.-.. ...... I _ .--'_ , +.....I ! "' i" " _-- I • < + _ _''
....... ....'.... I ............ _--r--- ........ _ --3-, ........ '--r-T:-----3--------'.., .,_ --- . mr %.
I. --------_... _ =------__-=:---_ .. . -r.... _.... +t ..... , _. _' + = .... . I_ _'+': I...... " ' --- " ...... _-=:.='_-='__=__" "_...---.2.... ' _
==-:=:---=.-:=.-.i.-_..-_--:--_ ,r- -q .._... .] ............ = . . _, , --_- • -
......... " ' --, ' " -' I"+I l J
-:,'5.._-_-_1:_(:: _ --'--::"--'=:- _ ...... i i
.... .... "
i =--=-:-==-:_1 :-:._l :-::::=::::=----'-:-T=-_---_i:====g_---=-:'===_" •-- ::=:---_-..:.... _: ..... i • ..... * .t- L ..J__.. :-- " --- ':' ' l : _ O'_L_I i _" O /
-___-] 7E7--=__'-'--_ "- I......._--_-_:::,ZL.:_......::-. ':,I _ .:-_ :- .
......... , ...... . I I
--_ -._ .....-_ ---T.......1 ----.--_.... ..._ ........_ ...r-----"1 _-_"-_-'_-_" -f----'_-"
' : • : : .,-
. . _. , _._ , _ _ _ ....:-'- :-_ "..-=_.-=__t'-_=-----_.... _-_--.-._-- ,
._......lr :.==:::_,-:==-:: -....._.:... ;.._......_ $ .. . _-
...... 1 ............. ' C --_-+_-_ ' ' : _ , --I
..... -_ ........ - ..... _ -----'-- " ' + ..... -i ....... _ .J I&l --J
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Breaking Strength, WARP ........................... I
Breaking Strength, FILL ........................... 1
Carbon Assay ...................................... I
Hydrogen Assay .................................... 1
Nitrogen Assay .................................... I
Visual Inspection ................................. 1
Specific Gravity .................................. 1
pN ................................................ 2
TEA ............................................... 2
Atomic Absorption ................................. 2
Moisture Content ................................... 2
Ash Content ....................................... 2
Filament diameter, WARP ........................... 2
Filament diameter, FILL ........................... 2
Thread Count, WARP ................................ 2
Thread Count, FILL ................................. 3
Areal weight ...................................... 3
Volatiles ......................................... 3
Weight Change on Acetone Wash ..................... 3
CHARTS
Visual Inspection .................................... 3A - 3B
TGA .................................................. 6A - 6B
FABRIC TESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
SWB-8 Fabrlc for NASA Lot# 4





























2c. Nitrogen Assay, X
MDQAI 5560
PICK 99.9 99.6 99.75
CENTER 99.9 99.6 99.75
PLAIN 99.8 99.5 99.65
AVG. 99.87 99.57 99.72
3. Vimuml Inspection
QCi-102
PICK <.01 .01 EST .006
CENTER <.01 <.01 EST .001
PLAIN <.01 <.01 _ST .001
AVG. EST .001EST .004 EST .003
4. Specific Gravity, Units
PTM-84
PICK .1 .2 .15
CENTER .I .2 .15
PLAIN .I .2 .15
AVG. .1 .2 .15
See Charts 3A-3B
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#4-1 #4-2 LOT4 AVIS
6.4 8.4 7.4
6 .___2 8, ._.._4 7 .__._3
6.3 8.4 7.35



























am. Filament diameter, microns, WARP
S.E.M. (Diameters are an average of 10 measurements)
AVERAISE 9.55 9.34 9.44
Minimum 7.85 6.90 6.90
Maximum 10.95 10.90 10.95
Std. Dev 0.95 1.19 1.06
8b. Filament diameter, microns, FILL


























SWB-8 Fabric for NASA Lot# 4
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-. 39 -. 39
-.e___Z -. 10
-. 32 -. 30
U.S. Polymeric



















































































































SPECIFZCATION _'Y-_ _F_ G_../-_. '







- SPOT_ OR STAINS
- FOI.I_
- EDC_ECURL














































































- SP_TS OR STA.INS
. EDC_ CURL
•; "l_,r{T kc...AV£ OR SELVACE
- _AVE DZSTORT]O_
- ViSIBL_Puc_P.s
- C_E PUCI(ER CREWING












































































U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
NASA LOT# 4 U.S.P. LOT# D09314
PAGE
Resin Content, Soxhlet ............................ 1
Filler Content, Soxhlet ........................... I
Cloth Content, Soxhlet ............................ 1
Volatile Content .................................. 1
Flow .............................................. 1
Resin Content, Dry Basis .......................... 1
Tack .............................................. I
Gel Time .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. 2
Moisture Content .................................. 2
Ash Content ....................................... 2
TGA ............................................... 2
DSC ............................................... 2
Infrared (IRZB) Baseline .......................... 2
Environmental History ............................. 2
Specific Gravity .................................. 2
Tensile Strength .................................. 2
Tensile Modulus ................................... 3
Tensile Elongation ................................ 3
Flexural Strength ................................. 3
Flexural Modulus .................................. 3
Compremslve Strength .............................. 3
Compressive Modulus ............................... 3
Double Shear Strength ............................. 4
Barcol Hardness ................................... 4
Residual Vclatiles ................................ 4
Resin Content, Pyrolysis .......................... 4
Acetone Extraction ................................ 4
CTE, with ply ..................................... 4
CTE, crossply ..................................... 4
CHARTS
TGA ................................................ 8A - 8B
DSC ................................................ 9A - 9B
Infrared (IRZB) Baseline ........................... 10A - 10B




U.S. POLYMERIC 0. E. 71108
NASA LOT# 4 U.S.P. LOT# D09314
Pige I of 4
ls. Resin Content, Soxhlet, X
CTM-6D
lb. Filler Content, Soxhlet, X
CTM-6D
Io. Cloth Content, Soxhlet, %
CTM-6D




4. Resin Content, Dry bmsis, X
















NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 48.1
4.2 3.5
4.3 3.7
4 .___4 3 .__sa
AVIS. 4. 3 3. "7








NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 35.4
5. Tl=k, lbs 20 34
PTM-80 NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 27
6. Gel Time, seconds
PTM-20E
67 58
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 63
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD. SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 * (714) 54_1101 * TWX (910) 595-1130 • FAX # (714) 54_285_5-2437
Psge 2 of 4
FM 5834 NASA LOT# 4 U.S.P. LOT# D09314
7a. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
ROLL#1-S ROLL#2-S LOT#4 AVG.
Na 11 9 10
K 3 2 3
Ca 42 148 95
Mg 1 1 1





NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 3.21
7c. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
.12 .09
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE .11
8. TGA, _ Weight Loss at 500"C
CTM-51 (Nitrogen)
6.4 8. B










10. Infrared (ZRZB) Baseline 1.15
CTM-21C
See Chart !OA-10B
1, 15 1. 15
11, Envlronmental History Date manufactured: 30 June 1986
Packaged ln: Polyethylene bag
Date Bhipped: Test _ot not
shipped







NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 1.482











FM 5834 NASA LOT# 4 U.S.P. LOT# D09314
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FM 5834 NASA LOTO 4 U.S.P. LOT# D09314









NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 3.22
17. Barcol Hardness, Units
ASTM D-2583
(Average of 10 determinations)
70.2 71.1







NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 2.32






NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 36.60






NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 5.37
21a. CTE, in/in
PTM-61B
°F with PLY 1.56 .00
1.46 1.68
AVG. 1.51 .84
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 1.18
21b. CTE, in/in
PTM-61B
*F Cross PLY 14.99 14.49
8.98 11.42
AVG. 11.99 12.96
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 12.47
See Chart 21A-21B
U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
Filler Lot _or NASA Lot# 5
PAGE
CHARTS
TGA ................................................. 6A - 6C
Particle Size Distribution .......................... 7A - 7C
Carbon Content .................................... I
Ash Content ....................................... I
Atomic Absorption ................................. I
Moisture Content ...... . ........................... I
Ash Content ....................................... I
pH ................................................ I
Particle Size, S.E.M. procedure ................... i
TGA, "C st 50% Loss ............................... I
TGA ............................................... 2
Particle Size Dlstrlbutlon ........................ 2
Particle Size, Noriba ............................. 2
Page I of 2
FILLER TESTING
NASS-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
_iller Lot for NASA Lore 5





NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 99.30




AVG. 0.000 0.008 0.012
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 0.007
e Atomic Absorption, pps
CTM-53B






#SA-I #5A-2 #5A-3 LOT#5
p,VG.
Na 18.5 18. • 19. • 18.5
K 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.2
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0. • o.___ o.____o
22.5 22. • 23.5 22.7
3So Moisture Content, % .010 .000 .000
CTM-53B .021 .000 .000
AVG. .016 .000 .000
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE .005
3b. Ash Content, % 0.000 0.010 0.025
CTM-53a 0.015 0.015
AVG. 0.0oa o. o13 e. ozs
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 0.013
e pH, Units 5.25 5.55 5.55
ASTM D1512 5.40 5.50
AVG. 5.32 5.52 5.58
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 5.47
5, Particle Size, microns AVG. .50 .45 .50
S.E.M. procedure Maximum .99 .79 .88
(Average values are Minimum .16 .20 .20
of 20 determinations) Std. Dev .27 .25 .19
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE SIZE .48
6a. TGA, "C at 50% Loss
CTM-51
837 870 880
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 862
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 * (714) .r)49-1101• TWX (910) 505-1130 • FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2437




7. Particle Size Distribution
CTN-72
See Charts 7A-7C
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U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
91LD Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 5
PAGE
Resin Solids ...................................... I
Specific Gravity .................................. 1
Brookfield Viscosity .............................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... I
Atomic Absorption ................................. I






Phenol Content .................................... 2




Gas Chromatography .................................. 6A - 6B
TGA ................................................. 7B
DSC ................................................. 8A - 8B
HPLC ................................................ 9A - 9B
GPC ................................................. 10A - 10B
RDS ................................................. 14A - 14B
NMR ................................................. 15A - 15B
Page
U.S. Polymerlc O.E. 71108
91LD Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 5
(Note sample 5A was used for production. Sample 5-1
was tested, but not used for production}.







2. Specific Gravlty @ 25oC
PTM-29C
1.138 1.139
3. Viscosity, Brookfleld, cps. @ 22.8°C
PTM-14C
1500 1500
4. Gel Time, mln:sec
PTM-47B
3:06 3:50
5. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B








6. Volatlles, Gas Chromatography
CTM-55
See Charts 6A-6B
7. TGA, X Weight Loss at 500"C
CTM-51 (AIR}
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91LD Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 5











13. Chang's Index, mi.
CTM-5B
24.8 24.8











































GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY STANDARD SOLVENT
TEST METHOD CTM-55






































':-(';fiLE_,_FF, C T OF :I>_,
M I '.-_C . : C=L:, 10 13_ Gtt,_/ML
"I r.IE. _,:45
.'IRTE : .'-...'"11 .-"E'6
OF'ERRTOP : JG2
F_:UH T;ME : _,c_.00
[,ELFI'-,"TIME : 0 00
CHRN 0
M I IIUTES
PK RET _ERY RRER B PEF_K










_ 400_ .093 1 4_9
.63 _1207 1.881 2 II_04
E:_ 227690 5.275 2 I18_0
38 35?8800 83.371 3 95752
03 53_ 123 4 214
55 433_ .I12 3 457
_5 I_5_ .44_ 2 _64
_3 1718 .04_ 2 78
E:5 _9E:93 1._1_ 2 1_3_6
9_ 1247_ 2.891 2 12126




E;RMPLE 91 L[_ 561








PI:.I RET F'ERK 0RER E:

























































" F Mi,.,' .¢JE1FIHAL FULL :,_.FILE =186C:
.:.,AMPLE 9! LD 5-i
MISC C=O. i0021 (Tr,_,_/l'|l.
T 1,h!E ;_:'4 _3
DATE 12-"_ I.."_.:6
OPERATOR'. .JGZ
RUN TTME:,, S_ AA__MINUTES
DELAY TIME ! 0 0C-I
CHAN : 0
PI-:: FcFT F'EAF AREA E:













1 65 367030 7
































SR.MF'LE' 91 LD 5-I
MISC. ' C=O. 1002!_lJ.S/I_L
T IME : cj:4S
DATE: ]2."I].."E:6
OF'ERATOR, JGZ
E:UN TIME. 30.08 MINUTES
DELAY TIME: o.ee
CHAN: e
PK RE_ PEAK AREA E:
NO TIME AREA % L
PEAk
HT.
6 1 65 267838 7.529 2' 12'299
7 3 15 2992500 84.372 3 97560
= E:_ 31392 885 4 34 _















































El 450 200 _50 300
TEMPERATURE, oC I'CHR
FILE A:PHENOI1.
HDR TAKEN 09-05-1986 14:03:53
CHART 9A
******** AREA PERCENT REF'ORT ********
.. ****************************************************************************
bample Name: 91LD,5A,C=7.13 Operator Initials: aGZ *
Date: 09-05-1986 14:03:53 Method:F'HENOLIC DATA FILEI A:PHENO31.PTS *
_terface: 4 Cycle#: 31 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
_ :arting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01 *
******************************************************************************
Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-IB *
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
********************************************************************************
;tarting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
_k Ret Peak Area B Peak Normal i z ed Area/
_o. Ti me Area % L Ht. % Height
1.70 &&122 36.4482 2 5215 100.000 12.7
1.78 65456 36.0814 2 5416 98.993 12.1
4 2.05 49835 27.4704 2 4528 75.368 11.0










































Sample Name: 91LD,5-I,C=6.64 Operator Initials: JGZ *
ste: 09-05-1986 14:25:51 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO32.PTS *
_terface: 4 Cycle#: 32 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01 *
Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-1B *
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
********************************************************************************
3t rting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
_k Ret Peak Area B Peak Normal ized Area/
4o. Ti me Area % L Ht. % Height
v_
1.78 122964 72.5706 2 5196 100.000 23.7
3 2.07 46477 27.4294 2 4293 37.797 10.8




















































































I I I I I
2.9 3,6 4.8 5.8 &.8
J_elention Tise or Polm, e
7.8 8.8
CHART IOA
******'*-* GF'C REF'ORT ********
* 3ample Name: qfLD 3_ Operator Initials: FCB *
* )ate: 10-03-198& 09:47:41 Method: DATA FILE: A:GPC20.PTS *
* Interface: 2 Cycle#: 20 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
* Starting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
. *****************************************************************************
* Instrument Type: HPLC BECKMAN 334 Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
* Solvent Description: THF *
* Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOW RATE=2.0 ML/MIN *
* Detector 0: 254NM/. 1AU Detector 1: *
* Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
*+_ _********************************************************_********** ********
S _rting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Calibration file: GPCMIX
Molecular Weight Distribution Averages
B _eline TIMES: 0.05 to






10.00 MW: %56538104000C) to 353268











lllll I I I












OF POOR _.U_ CHART10B
,,. _ FILE A:GF'C39. HDR TAKEN 08-06-1986 13:18:25
•-w--w-.-w-.;w-- w-w--.w-.w- (E_F'C REF:'ORT -Wr ..I_-..M-..I_.--]W(-°.)_,-_ -.)W-
************************ *******************************************************
qample Name: 91LD 5-1 CIC Operator Initials: GBF .
ate: 08-06-1986 13:09:02 Method: DATA FILE: A:GPC39.PTS *
÷ .nterface: 5 Cycle#: 39 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Slartino_ Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
._ ****************************************************************************
]nstrumeF_t Type: HF'LCIBECKMAN Columr, _ype: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Opere, ting Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0MLIMIN *
, Detector O: 254NM/. 1AU Detector I: *
* Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GF'C *
*********************************************************************************
Bi .rtir, g Delay: 0.00
_-_ ibration file: GF'CF'HEN
Molecular Weight Distribution
BE _eline TIMES: 3.85 to
..







Er,dir_g Retention Time: 10.00
Averages
I0. O0 MW: 22295 to 2
I0.00 MW: 22295 to 2
z Al'ea




Lo9 hol Mi vs. A_ea×-Cumx
/
I _,lill I I h,ll,; I _ hlill
4 3 2
1B IB IB
lll i I I I






















_-_._ i.,e._t No.-_ 20 ----"-__::No, ::#-:_----_4_:!--_-_:_ _ : : ::'--_':: - _
_te: ..................................................... .........
p _ator :cp -_" -. --_--'. _ .......... .:-- ........." - --- --
a_e arid Time : MDnday, August 25, 19B6 '" 1-.2:55:3B .---------_L_.... _.......
perating Mode : DYNAMIC
w ep Type : CURE





.... -- -.- -- #





ORIGINAL PAQE IS ....
OF. POOR QUALITY
. -.-G_- __._ " -._.--_-z_?.
_" . "
..... 7- .---- ..... -. --Z-- "Z - " ..
=.= ..=_ _ .. _ -.'z&-._-_.___--- _-..-_.'__," . "_--_
i. • ,:::__ %:.... :- j;, _: .....





























NASA-M c INSERPR INT _I SC_OS I_r_ -_OF_-r_ES IN -91L_ _-N_SA -L-OT_---__#_o255-_9
. - ---:.- ETA,*. " - :: _TA' -- " _TA"- --: ...... --T--_,DLIE' -" -- ---T-_'.'M._" = " _TE_IP _-
- -Po_sE ......:- __OZSE ._.-: _POZSE ---..__-cN "-_-__--:=DEe.-._.__:--
- :_.:tL.-'5._9_+06 f. :__.7 19e_+oo _--:_; 9oc, e;,--oo _ :-_s .:9's-_::_,c,r., -:'-_.-oOoe'--5o x--'_ :SOoe+oo_
_ 4.741 e.+O01__ _. _ 3Be+DO_ .2.314 e+O01_-_ 5. 752e+000_ :_2..O_Oe*_OOO 23. 200e_OOi_
2:4,0,42e:;4;C)C) I--:-37539e-_--O01 -'-::-:1.:@5.:".,e-4-(_,_ i:-:.'-::'_ bt'-T"/-,_e_) --.-_; OI__,_.e-4,;OE"_O-_----"_-'5c_._Oe-_--oo I - -
• "_. 638e+00 f --'3.218e+O01 _ _"1/696e+001
_. 255e+001 2. 885e_-001 i. 509e_-001
3. 049e+001 2.721 e+O01 1. 376e+001
2. 726e+C)0_ 2. 381 e+O0_ _. 328e+001
2. 575e+001 2. 250e+001- i. 252e+001 -
2. 374e+001 2. 063e+001 1. 174e+001
2. 217e+001 I. 952e+001 1. 051e÷001
2.105e+001 -1.BB1e+O0_ 9.455e+000
2. O02e+C)Ol _1.794e÷0C)I _8. 883e+000
. ! .876e+001 I .711e+001 __7_.686e÷000
4. _-70e+600 :'5,O00e+OOO_: ._.aOOe+OO i
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U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
SWB-8 Fabric for NASA Lot# 5
la. Breaking Strength, Ibslln, WARP




lb. Breaking Strength, Ibslln, FILL




2a. Carbon Assay, X




2b. Hydrogen Assay, X
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SWB-8 Fabric _or NASA Lot# 5
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7c. Ash Content, X
CTM-53B
0. 065
8a. Filament diameter, microns, WARP
S.E.M. procedure











8b. Fllmment diameter, microns, FILL
S.E.M. procedure















































SWB-B Fabric for NASA Lot# 5
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U. 5. Polymeric
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Cloth Content, Soxhlet ............................ 1
Volatile Content .................................. 1
Flow .............................................. 1
Resin Content, Dry Basis .......................... 1
Tack .............................................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... I
Atomic Absorption ................................. 2
Moisture Content .................................. 2
Ash Content ....................................... 2
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Infrared (IRZB) Baseline .......................... 2
Environmental History ............................. 2
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Tensile Strength .................................. 2
Tensile Modulus ................................... 3
Tensile Elongation ................................ 3
Flexural Strength ................................. 3
Flexural Modulus .................................. 3
Compressive Strength .............................. 3
Compressive Modulus ............................... 3
Double Shear Strength ............................. 4
Barcol Hardness ................................... 4
Residual Wolatiles ................................ 4
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DSC ................................................ 9A - 9B
Infrared (IRZB) Baseline ........................... 10A - 10B
CTE ............................................... 21A - 21B
PREPREG TESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC 0. E. 71108
FM 5834 NASA LOT# 5 U.S.P. LOT# D09336
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NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 41.2
lb. Filler Content, Soxhlet, % 18.3 18.0
CTM-6D 18.4 17.0
16.8
AVG. Ia. 4 17.3
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 17.9




NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 41.0




NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 4.1
, Flow, _ 9.1 6.3
PTM-19G 10. • 12.3
9.6 9.____5
AVG. 9.6 9.4
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 9.5
Resin Content, Dry basis, X 41.6 42.7
PTM 16F, Type 11 43.5 43.5
42.1 42.2
AVG. 42.4 42.8
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 42.6
4a
5. Tack, lbs 26 39
PTM-80 NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 33
6. Gel Time, seconds 68 81
PTM-20E NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 75
/
HrTCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 * (714) 54_1101 * TWX (910) 595-1130 * FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2437
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FM 5834 NASA LOT# 5 U.S.P. LOT# D09336
78. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
ROLL#I-S ROLL#2-S _OT#5 AVG.
Na 11 16 14
K 1 2 2
Ca 27 26 27
Mg 1 1 1





NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 3.35
7c. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
.04 .10
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE .07
8. TGA, % Weight Loss at 500"C
CTM-51 (Nitrogen)
6.4 7.3














11. Environmental History Date manufactured: 25 July 1986
Packaged in: Polyethylene bag
Date shipped: Test lot not
shipped







NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 1.501








NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 28.26
FM 5834 NASA LOT# 5 U. S. P. LOT# D09336
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FM 5834 NASA LOT# 5 U.S.P. LOT# D09336












17. Barcol Hardness, Units
ASTM D-2583
(Average of 10 determinations)
70.6 70.9
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 70.8





AVG. 2.20 2. 11
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 2. 16













NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 1,71
21a. CTE, In/in
PTH-61B
"F with PLY .00 .83
1.03 -1.23
AVG. .52 -.20
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE .16
21b. CTE, In/in
PTM-61B
• F Cross PLY 11.41 12.55
11.69 4.58
AVG. 11.55 8.57
NASA LOT# 5 AVERAGE 10.06
See Chart 21A-21B
U.S. Polymeric
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